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Why Innovate 
•  What is innovation? 
•  Contributes to economic growth and job creation  
•  Leads to improved competitiveness and is a major reason of 

why growth rates differ at the firm, regional and national level   
•  Impact of innovation varies depending on the development 

stage: 
–  Earlier stages, based on incremental/process innovation aimed at adapting 

foreign technology 
–  Intermediate stage, based on consolidating previous efforts and aims at 

duplicative and creative imitation and starting local technological capabilities 
–  Late stage, based on domestic generation of technology aimed at establishing a 

local sustained technological base and a high-tech industry for competitive 
advantage   

•  Helps address social and environmental challenges 
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Innovation policy in developing countries 
•  What is innovation policy? 
•  Innovation policy instruments 

–  Supply side: tax exemptions, subsidies, subsided credit, risk sharing, creation of public 
research centers, FDI, innovation prizes, technology parks, IPR 

–  Demand side: public procurement 

•  Innovation policy in East Asia 
–  Increase in R&D expenditure and number of engineers 
–  Targeting industries 
–  Centres of excellence 

•  Innovation policy in Latin America 
–  Old: controls on technology transfers, local-content rules, public research and technology 

centers; 
–  New: tax credits for R&D; public development bank loans; provision of risk capital; 

stakeholder linkage and coordination; human capital development 

•  Innovation policy in Africa 
–  Creating a close interaction between innovation, technology and education policy 
–  Institutions for promotion of science and technology, Ministries for Science and Technology  
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Innovation policy in the Pacific 
•  Limited R&D and limited documentation in the Pacific 
•  Innovation policy index by Atkinson et al. (2011) including PNG suggests 

region is very low in ranking: Tariffs, Market Access, FDI and Standards; 
Science and R&D; ICT; IPR; Domestic Market Competition; Government 
Procurement.   

•  Need for innovation and innovation policy in: 
–  Themes: renewable energy, marine resources management, climate adaptation strategies, 

waste management, natural disaster mitigation and sustainable land use; 
telecommunications and IT regulation 

–  Themes: indigenous systems of knowledge and practices 
–  Issues:  universities/domestic private sector linkages, lack of opportunities for scientists; 

lack of national or regional professional scientific networks or associations; low priority of 
Science and Technology Policy  

–  Organizations:  
•  Regional bodies on fisheries and agriculture, transport and telecommunications and 

environment 
•  National level: dedicated scientific research agency   

–  SME innovation 
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PACE NET+ and Innovation in the Pacific 
•  Objective: Contribute to tackle global societal challenges 
•  Areas of intervention: 

–  health 
–  agriculture and marine 
–  natural resource use (mining) 

•   What is this project component (WP4) about? (UNIDO-UNPG) 
–  Understanding the factors, mechanisms and obstacles that underlie innovation processes 

in PICTs 
–  Strengthening EU-Pacific science and technology cooperation and networks through the 

joint identification, promotion and monitoring of environmentally sustainable innovation 
–  Identifying policy recommendations that will stimulate stakeholder interaction both within the 

Pacific as well as between the Pacific and the EU 

•  How?: 
–  Assessing innovative competencies in the region and the role of EU in supporting them 
–  Identifying areas and niches for potential innovation:list of projects and EU guide 
–  Generating awareness, disseminating information and validating the niches for innovation 
–  Identifying the government policies and support measures required for innovating 

  
 
   
 
 



Status of WP4 deliverables 
•  Assessment of Pacific region innovative competences 

–  Literature review on innovation in the Pacific 
–  Primary data study on innovation in the Pacific 
–  Case studies on innovation related to WP1, WP2, WP3. 

•  Identification of areas for innovation (SPI) 
–  List of innovation projects & roadmap 

•  Awareness and information dissemination (LCR) 
–  Manual of best practices, with EU involvement guidance 
–  Implementation toolbox 

•  Policy 
–  Policy paper: Pacific and EU  
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Final remarks 
•  Innovation is critical to sustainable development, adequately pursuit it 

provides for sustained growth, social inclusiveness and the preservation of 
the environment 

•  The Pacific Region is a latecomer to the development of a National 
Innovation System(s) 

•  The Pacific Region faces unique challenges, in particular related to climate 
change, the use of indigenous knowledge and their small size 

•  PaceNet+ will be one of the first comprehensive attempts at assessing both 
the capabilities of the public and private sectors to engage in innovation as 
well as the extent of cooperation with the EU 

•  PaceNet+ is currently: 
–  Undertaking firm and stakeholder surveys in Fiji, PNG and New  Caledonia and has 

scheduled further surveys in the Cook Islands 
–  Involved in the EU-Pacific Business Forum held in Vanuatu 
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1) FIJI survey (http://web.spi.pt/pacenet/surveys/sv_final/)  
Results:  
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/
1WyNEC7zZscAyEdvumYzDad_c4mcdAE3kSULyGe954FU/edit?
pli=1#gid=1103955868  
  
2) New Caledonia survey ( http://web.spi.pt/pacenet/surveys/sv_final_fr/ )  
Results: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/
16wMvKY88GxoVD-6GXsLu7FkcxSO_qGuRZVAfe81PpR0/edit?
pli=1#gid=1831110898  
  
3) Papua New Guinea Survey (http://web.spi.pt/pacenet/surveys/sv_final_png/)  
Results: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1y1NfIsVa9N8ldwteh6cQ6yNnojUMP4-
ue4tFsl4jSJ8/edit?pli=1#gid=121974852 
  

Internet addresses for Pace Net+ Innovation Questionnaire 

Thank you! 


